Abstract
Tax evasion is difficult to measure, since evaders try to avoid detection and counter-factual behavior is hard to establish. This paper considers evasion in an environment where these two issues can be overcome. Aircraft are taxed as personal property in some American states. Taxes are owed if the plane is hangared in the state on one specific date. Strategic plane owners may try to evade the tax by flying to a non-taxing jurisdiction just before this date and returning shortly thereafter. I assess such “tax flights” using a database of about twenty million trips covering general aviation flights in the United States during the period 2004 to 2009. For each flight I know the time, location of the arrival and departure airport, the address of the owner, and the type of plane. I match this to a database of local tax rates and valuation of planes to measure the potential tax bills. To establish the counter-factual flying behavior, I exploit variation in tax policy (at both the state and local level), exemptions for certain classes of planes, type of plane, tax valuation method, and tax date. Preliminary results indicate the presence of tax flights. In later revisions I will estimate this elasticity by demographics, such as income, which can potentially inform both theory and practice. To validate the results, I will see whether planes on tax flights are actually missing from tax rolls and also employ various placebo tests such as considering the impact of taxes on exempt plane flight patterns and quasi-experimental tax rate changes applying only to certain classes of planes.
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1 Introduction

A central issue in public economics is the extent to which individuals or firms evade taxes. It is typically difficult to quantify such evasion, since it is hard to observe (evaders hide their actions) or establish the counter-factual (what behavior would have been like in the absence of taxes). This paper considers an application, the property taxation of general aviation (GA) aircraft, in which these issues might be overcome. These taxes are levied in some states and are based on the plane’s location on a specific date referred to as the assessment date.

Strategic plane owners might try to evade the property tax by flying their plane to a non-taxing jurisdiction just before the assessment date and return shortly thereafter. Such tax flights could plausibly succeed since planes are mobile and tax authorities rarely have a complete database of all planes in their jurisdiction (in contrast to other property such as homes or autos).

Precisely measuring tax evasion is possible in this environment. The researcher can observe the underlying behavior because the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) tracks and caches GA flights. The counter-factual of how many flights there would be around the assessment date in the absence of taxes can be established using variation in tax policy (at both the state and local level), in exemptions for certain classes of planes, in type of plane, in tax valuation method, and in the assessment date. Netting out the counter-factual behavior from actual flights around the assessment date gives a measure of tax flights.

In this paper I use a database of about twenty million trips covering GA flights in the United States during the period 2004 to 2009. For each flight I know the time, location of the arrival and departure airport, the address of the owner, and the type of plane. I match this to a database of local tax rates and valuation of planes to measure the potential tax bills. Preliminary results indicate the presence of tax flights. As a verification check on a data subset, I find that the tax flight planes are disproportionately missing from local tax rolls.

I build on the large literature which empirically measures tax evasion (see the summary in Andreoni, et al 1998; Slemrod and Yitzhaki, 2002; Slemrod, 2007). References:

\[1\] Senator Claire McCaskill appears to have used such a strategy to evade $300,000 in property taxes over four years on a plane she co-owns (Scott Wong and John Bresnahan, 21 March 2011, “McCaskill to pay back taxes on plane,” Politico).

\[2\] Tax evasion is formally defined as willful actions which result in the illegal underpayment of
cent papers have relied on range of approaches to calculate the extent of tax evasion including changing regulator detection strategies (Marion and Muehlegger, 2008), exploiting behavioral responses (Chetty et al, 2009), examining tax code discontinuities (Kleven and Waseem, 2011; Chetty et al, 2011), developing novel data sets (Merri- man, 2010) and inferring third party information (Artvanis, et al 2011). A challenge for these papers is to verify the accuracy of their measure, which is difficult because the underlying behavior is unobserved. I can more directly establish evasion occurs, since I explicitly observe the hidden behavior of tax non-compliers. In particular I verify whether individual agents my estimates imply are evading taxes are actually missing from tax rolls. Because of unique aspects of the environment I study and the very rich data set I have, I also am able to consider additional issues beyond the focus of previous work. In particular I build on two important recent papers, Fisman and Wei (2004) and Kleven, et al (2011). Fisman and Wei (2004) measure tariff evasion in the Hong Kong-to-China trade by comparing export and import statistics. They find exports exceed imports for goods facing high tariffs, with some of the missing exports reappearing as imports of lower tariff goods. I use a similar identification strategy in my approach, and in addition I can observe actual evasion at the decision-maker level and can use completely non-taxed planes to help establish the counter-factual. Kleven, et al (2011) measure evasion at the taxpayer-level using a random audit in Denmark. I also analyze individual taxpayers, with the addition that the potential savings from evasion is typically larger and there are business as well as individual decision-makers.

The paper also adds to the literature on the aviation industry. Most papers here focus on commercial carriers, and address issues such as the impact of hubbing on firm performance (Mayer and Sinai, 2003), the impact of deregulation (Winston and Morrison, 1995), evidence of price discrimination in ticket prices (Borenstein and Rose, 1994), response to potential entry (Goolsbee and Syverson, 2008), rules for optimal airport congestion pricing (Brueckner, 2002), or factors influencing vertical integration (Forbes and Lederman, 2009). This paper has a different focus, looking at issues related to public economics rather than industrial organization. Also I study a different segment of the industry, general aviation, which allows me to investigate differences between private and commercial owners which cannot be evaluated using taxes. In contrast tax avoidance involves legal tax mitigation strategies. The behavior in this paper is legally murky, but I will refer to it as tax evasion.
scheduled airline data.

2 Background

2.1 Institutional Framework

This paper focuses on GA aircraft which includes almost all civil aviation besides airlines. It includes both commercial and non-commercial aircraft, and it includes a wide range of plane types including reciprocating (piston) engines, turboprops, light jets, and experimental. GA can have individual or firm owners, and they span from inexpensive kit models to multi-million dollar jets. There are over 13k GA airports in the US, and 350k GA aircraft registered with the FAA (about a third of these planes are inactive).

Figure 1 maps state tax policies on GA aircraft (The Data Appendix contains a list of sources used to generate the stylized facts in this section). Eighteen states allow local governments to levy some form of personal property tax on these planes. While most taxing states are in the south or west, there are non-taxing states in all regions (in 2010 forty percent of GA traffic involved taxing states). Among taxing states, twelve tax all aircraft, five tax just business-owned aircraft, and one taxes just personal-owned aircraft. The taxing states assess planes on a single date, which is 1 January in sixteen cases and other dates in two others. In seventeen of the states there is a uniform method of determining assessed values (a fraction of current retail or wholesale price, a depreciation schedule based on purchase price, and other permutations) and one state allows each county to pick their own method. Several states also have a variety of exemptions for particular planes (such as planes older than a certain age or planes used in agriculture). States also have a variety of tax situs, with sixteen taxing planes where they are located and the others based on where the owner is located.

The property tax system is locally administered (Unlike with autos, there is no state registry of all planes. The FAA keeps a registry which it updates semi-monthly). While the state sets the basic rules as described in the last paragraph, counties are in charge of collecting the tax. Most tax officials appear to devote little time or expertise to aircrafts. A graphic example of this may be found in Ryan Kath (2011), “Investigation
taxes, and the division which typically administers it is primarily focused on real property such as homes. Still, some counties have requested a list of planes hangared at local airports on the assessment date (California and Nebraska statutes require airports or hangars to report the list of based planes on the assessment date). This appears to be the main form of detection, so a tax flight away from the airport just before the assessment date would be a simple means of evasion. That is, the plane is unlikely to be detected though the flight does not remove the legal obligation to pay taxes. The tax flights might be unsuccessful when local tax authorities engage in more sophisticated strategies, such as consulting online sources listing recent flight activity by plane.

The mechanics of aircraft property taxes typically parallel those on other property. The tax owed on a particular plane is the product of its assessed value and the overall set of rates. The assessed value is based on the state system of valuation applied to the specific assessment date. The rate is the sum of all those from taxing jurisdictions, which may include the state, county, municipality, school district, and special districts. These rates are typically adjusted each year. A key difference from other forms of property taxation is that no bill is typically sent out, but rather owners are responsible for submitting forms along with payments.

An important question is what happens to a plane owner who is found to have evaded taxes. There do not appear to be clear rules on this but from extensive discussions with local and state tax authorities (see Data Appendix) it appears that the owner typically must pay all back taxes plus a multiplicative factor which is proportionate to the unpaid taxes. That is the payment is proportionate to the amount of taxes which have been evaded. This condition will be used in the next sub-section.

### 2.2 Simple Model of Tax Evasion

Consider an owner who is deciding whether to evade property tax payments on his plane. This is a version of the standard Allingham-Sandmo-Yitzhaki type model in which plane owners are reported not paying taxes, costing local governments big bucks.\footnote{http://www.nbcactionnews.com/dpp/news/local_news/investigations/investigation-finds-dozens-of-plane-owners-not-paying-taxes,-costing-local-governments-big-bucks-may2011swp}

\footnote{Tax authorities can also consult plane registries. But these list where the owner, but not the plane, are located. This information is not as useful for enforcement in the majority of taxing states which use plane location as the basis for tax situs.}
which the choice variable is discrete and where the only a portion of income is taxable. Suppose the plane has assessed value $B$ and faces a property tax rate of $t$. If he does not evade he pays taxes of $tB$. If he evades, he is caught with probability $p$ and must pay a penalty $\Delta > 1$ on the understated taxes, and if he is not caught then he pays no taxes. A risk averse owner with other income $I$ will evade if,

$$
Evade \leftrightarrow (1 - p)U(I) + pU(I - \Delta tB) > U(I - tB)
$$

where $U(\cdot)$ is the utility function with $U'' > 0$ and $U''' > 0$. The left hand side of the inequality is the expected utility of evading, with the first term representing the case where the owner is not detected and the second term is the case where he is detected.

Under this framework, the following comparative statics hold. The propensity to evade is decreasing in the probability of detection ($p$) as well as in the penalty ($\Delta$). The other terms have an ambiguous effect, e.g. both the benefit (avoided tax) and cost (penalty) of evasion are increasing in the plane value. In practice $p$ is quite small in which case the propensity to evade is increasing in the tax rate ($t$), the value of the plane ($B$) and is decreasing in income ($I$). In principle all of these implications are testable. However I do not have data about the first two points, so in the empirical application I will focus on the relation between evasion and tax rate, plane value and owner income.

### 2.3 Identification

The key question is how much flight activity, presumably wasteful, does this tax system induce. The extent of tax evasion can be measured from several sources of variation:

(i) taxing versus non-taxing jurisdictions: one can compare flights in states which allow local governments to levy property taxes with those in non-taxing states;

(ii) tax rates and assessment methods: in states which allow taxes, local governments vary in both the rates they apply and their methods of setting assessed values;

(iii) plane types: some planes are more valuable than others, and as such face different potential tax burdens if they do not evade;
(iv) special exemptions: some states only allow taxation of certain kinds of planes, such as business-owned, non-business owned, or those less than a certain age;

(v) a natural experiment (West Virginia effectively made business planes exempt in 2009 while previously all planes were taxed).

For reference Figure 6 overlays tax units in the taxing states (in red) on a map of all airports in the U.S.

The goal is to see the change in behavior of the treated group (plane owners facing a property tax) relative to a control period (non-taxing period) and relative to control planes (plane owners not facing the property tax). The main specification to be estimated is,

\[
\text{Flights}_{igt} = \beta_1 \text{TaxTime}_{gt} \times \text{TaxState}_g \times \text{TaxBill}_{igt} + \beta_2 \text{TaxTime}_{gt} \times \text{TaxState}_g \times \text{TaxBill}_{igt} + \beta_3 \text{TaxState}_g \times \text{TaxBill}_{igt} + \beta_4 \text{TaxTime}_{gt} \times \text{TaxBill}_{igt} + \beta_5 \text{TaxTime}_{gt} + \beta_6 \text{TaxState}_g + \beta_7 \text{TaxBill}_{igt} + \alpha + X_{igt} \gamma + \epsilon_{igt}
\]

where \( i = \) plane, \( g = \) geographic location (state or local government), \( t = \) date, \( \text{Flights} = \) a measure of flight activity, \( \text{TaxTime} = \) an indicator for assessment time in that state, \( \text{TaxState} = \) an indicator for a state that taxes planes, \( \text{TaxBill} = \) plane \( i \) value in \( g \) times the tax rate in \( g \) at time \( t \), \( X = \) controls such as weather (some specifications will also have \( \mu = \) fixed effects at the plane, geography or time-level, though this will eliminate some of the \( \text{Tax} \) terms). The key parameters are \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \), which measures how flight activity changes in a taxing state around the assessment time and whether this effect changes with the tax rate. The estimation section contains results from simpler specifications which omit many of the terms to facilitate in interpretation.

The specification can be thought of as either a regression discontinuity or difference-in-difference design. From either perspective, we can think of comparing planes located near the border of a taxing and non-taxing state, comparing planes which are subject to the tax with those that are exempt, or comparing a taxed plane’s flights just before/after the assessment date to further off periods. In the case of the West Virginia law change, we can compare business plane flights in the state after the
exemption was introduced to previous years, compare business plane flights to personal plane flights before and after the exemption, and compare these to comparable differences in other states. The key in all these cases is that there is distinct treatment group (non-exempt planes in a taxing state during the tax period) and control group (otherwise). In addition, there are continuous treatment variables, such as the tax rate (which changes over both jurisdictions and over time within a jurisdiction) or taxable value of the plane (which varies across plane type, over time within a jurisdiction, and between jurisdictions due to differences in assessment systems).

A final issue is concerns about endogeneity. It may be that unobserved factors of flight activity (ε in the specification) are correlated with the tax bill. For example, plane value might influence flights. But fixed effects largely account for this possibility. Another possibility is that governments take into account tax flights when they set tax rates (we only have to be concerned about tax rate changes due to the fixed effects). But we have already seen that governments do not closely monitor airplanes so this is unlikely. In addition, this would be hard to implement since as discussed in the next section the same property tax rate is used for other forms of personal and sometimes real property and the overlapping taxing jurisdictions would have to coordinate their rates. Still it is possible to directly account for endogenous tax rates. First, I can refine the TaxBill term in the specification to just be an indicator of whether this is a taxing state so the variation in rates is eliminated. Second, I can instrument for the tax rates using characteristics of the property tax system (the timing of reassessment or exemptions up to certain property values) which are primarily set based on real property.

3 Data

3.1 Sources

There are several data sets which have to be integrated for the analysis. The first step is to assemble a database of annual aircraft tax rates. Planes are taxed as tangible personal property, and the rate is typically the general personal rate. An overlapping set of jurisdictions may levy such taxes, including the state, county, municipality (city, borough, township and other sub-county political sub-divisions), and school district
(unified, secondary and elementary). While all counties may tax planes, each state has different rules on which of the other government types are permitted to tax. Figure 2 displays the tax units for Texas as an illustration. The tax rate database draws from the Lincoln Institute’s *Significant Features of Property Tax* (2010), which lists rates at the county and sometimes sub-county level. A variety of state-specific sources discussed in the Data Appendix is then used to fill in the remaining rates. Figure 3 shows an example of the rates for Texas in 2009.

The second step is to determine the taxable values of each plane. This is based on *Aircraft Bluebook Historical Value Reference* (2010) and is discussed in the next sub-section.

The third step is to associate with each plane the set of taxing jurisdictions, and thus the tax rate and assessed value. Initially various addresses have to be geolocated (determine their longitude and latitude). As described in the last section, some states tax planes based on their location and others base it on the owner’s location. Plane locations are based on the airport coordinates in the FAA’s *Form 5010: Airport Master Record* (2010) and additional sources listed in the Data Appendix. The owners’ addresses are listed in the FAA’s *Aircraft Registry* (various years). Through special arrangement with the FAA, I have copies of this file for each month over the period March 2004 to July 2009. Each file is geocoded using a three step process discussed in the next sub-section, and then the coordinates are matched to taxing jurisdictions using the ArcGIS software package and the Census’ *TIGER/Line Shapefile* (various years). Every location in the United States is located in exactly one state, county, county subdivision, and school district (unified or elementary/secondary). A subset are also located in places. All municipalities are listed as either a county subdivision or place. Two examples of the output are mapped in Figures 4 and 5 (Figure 6 overlays tax units in the taxing states on the last map). The next sub-section discusses this address geocoding procedure in more detail and also its current status.

---

5 In many states single purpose special districts can also levy taxes, but it is not possible to geographically locate all such district and to match them to addresses as described later in this section. I therefore calculate the average rate for each category of special district (safety, fire, sanitation, water, etc) in each county, and then add the sum of these averages to the county rate.

6 Among states allowing plane taxes, only Virginia prohibits school districts from levying a property tax.

7 All plane owners must register their planes with FAA once every three years. These registrations are the basis for the *Aircraft Registry*. Note that the database includes many inactive planes, since the FAA does not expunge all planes which have not re-registered.
The final step is to generate a database of plane flights. A log of GA flights in the US for the period January 2004 through July 2009 come from FlightView Inc. These data are generated in the course of normal flight activity when a pilot registers his flight plan with the FAA. The FAA sends a live feed of the flight information to authorized vendors under the Aircraft Situation Display to Industry (ASDI) program. Vendors, such as FlightView, translate the feed into a usable format and remove anomalies (FAA, 2009 provides background on the ASDI program). The final data include the date, the tail number, the aircraft type, the arrival/departure time and airport, and distance between these airports. There are 210k unique planes and 24m flights.

3.2 Complications

Some of the data is not yet available in a form amenable to empirical analysis. The three issues listed below will be completed in the next revision of the paper.

Table 1 highlights some of the issues with the local tax rate data. There are several thousand tax units in Texas, Nebraska, Kansas, while there are unusual circumstances in Nebraska, Virginia and Louisiana. California does not have a centralized database of tax rates (according to its Board of Equalization), so county averages will be used.

A second issue is to determine the taxable value for each airplane. Each plane will be matched to the Aircraft Bluebook Historical Value Reference (2010) using its manufacturer, model and manufactured year. The values listed in the Bluebook are updated quarterly. The main difficulties here are accounting for the various assess-

---

8There are two sets of flights which are omitted from this feed. First, a plane owner can select to block his plane from either the general FAA feed or from a specific ASDI vendor database (the procedure is discussed in NBAA, 2010). Second, flight logs are only required under instrument flight rules (IFR) while a pilot can instead fly under visual flight rules (VFR) when weather conditions are favorable and the plane does not fly into certain restricted airspaces. A concern is that pilots may strategically utilize one of these options as a method to evade property taxes. There are reasons to doubt these possibilities. First, the blocked list is rather small and is largely composed of planes whose owners are public figures or large corporations (Michael Grabell and Sebastian Jones, 8 April 2010, “Off the Radar: Private Planes Hidden From Public View,” ProPublica; Mark Maremont and Tom McGinty, 21 May 2011, “For the Highest Fliers, New Scrutiny,” Wall Street Journal). Second, the proportion of VFR flights actually decreases in the period just before and after an assessment date in taxing states.

9Proposition 13 limits property tax rates in California to one percent, except when a supermajority of voters approve additional levies for school bonds or facilities. In practice this means there is therefore only small differences in tax rates in the state, and so using county averages omits relatively little variation.
ment systems used in different states (based on retail value, on wholesale value, on depreciation schedules, or some other system), the prevalence of kit and experimental planes, and adjusting for modifications in each aircraft.

The final issue is geocoding addresses. Figure 7 is the flow chart of the process. In the first step the FAA’s Aircraft Registry address files, which contain over three hundred thousand records, must be converted from pdf to text format. The next step in the second row shows how coordinates for each address are obtained. The full street addresses are matched to a year-specific database in ESRI ArcGIS (various years), then the zip codes from unmatched addresses are compared to nine-digit zip databases from Maponics (2010) and the USPS (2010). The last step, shown in the remaining rows, is to locate the relevant taxing units (state, county, place, county subdivision, unified/secondary/elementary school district and additional units in certain states) for each of the matched addresses. Each type of unit must be matched separately using an ArcGIS spatial join to the Census’ TIGER/Line Shapefile (various years). Roughly 85% of the addresses can be geolocated in this fashion. This process takes roughly a week of processing time for each set of data, and this in not yet complete since there are about sixty sets of addresses (corresponding to each monthly FAA registries). This entire process must be repeated for the list of airport locations.

4 Preliminary Results

4.1 Motivating Graphs

Before turning to the estimates, it is helpful to visualize the data. Figure 8 shows the weekly number of GA flights for each year between 2004-2009 (only the first half of 2009 is available). A clear seasonal pattern is apparent with a peak during the summer months and a rough in the winter months. This is important for the estimates since the assessment date for sixteen of the eighteen taxing states is 1 January, which is near the trough. There is also a sharp drop in traffic around week 27 which includes the 4 July holiday and is near the assessment date for another state. There is also a drop in traffic in the last three years, likely due to the deep recession at that period. These temporal patterns point out the importance of including both week and year fixed controls in the estimates.

The remaining figures provide some preliminary evidence of tax flights by con-
sidering state-level flight patterns. If tax flights occur, then in taxing states there should be a dip in the number of planes located at their “home” airport just before the assessment date and this number should revert right after the assessment date. In non-taxing states, there should be no such dip except after accounting for seasonal flight patterns. A second implication of tax flights is that taxing states should have an increase in out-of-state traffic just before the assessment date, and an increase in into-the-state traffic just after the date. Non-taxing states should have the opposite pattern as planes evading taxes fly in and then leave. Comparing the trends away from the assessment period allows us to see whether the non-tax states serve as a suitable control group.

Figure 9 examines home airport patterns. Since it is not completely clear how to determine where a plane is based, I consider three separate definitions of the home airport: (i) the one where it spends the most time on the ground between flights; (ii) the one where it has the most arrivals plus departures; (iii) the one where it has the most round-trips (flights in which the arrival and destination airport are identical). For each of these definitions, I calculate the proportion of active planes which are at their home airport at least once in each week of the year. I then divide the planes by whether their home airport is in a taxing state or not. Figures 9 show the results for the weeks just before and after the typical 1 January assessment date. There is a comparable pattern in all cases. The taxing states see a sharp drop in home airport presence right before the assessment date and then a near reversion to their previous level in the weeks after the assessment. While this is consistent with tax flights, another explanation is that owners are going on an end of the year vacation. The non-tax states provide a control for this. While there is a dip and reversion in home airport presence in non-tax states in this period, it is far smaller and smoother than with the tax-states. Note that aside from the weeks further before or after the assessment date, the two series trend together suggesting that the non-taxing states are a suitable control group.

Figures 10 and 11 show that inter-state flight patterns are also consistent with tax

---

Footnotes:

10 The home airport may be undefined (some planes have no round-trips) or ambiguous (multiple airports can have the same number of summed arrivals and departures). The results discussed below are robust to different approaches to dealing with these cases (e.g. omit planes no unique home airport or include just one of the airports).

11 The figures in this section assumes the assessment date is in week 1, which it is for sixteen of the eighteen taxing states. The other two states are omitted from the taxing group for the purposes of this figure.
flights. For both taxing and non-taxing states, the number of out-of-state and in-state flights closely track each other in most weeks, but they deviate in the weeks around the 1 January assessment date. In taxing states in the week before the assessment outbound flights exceed inbounds and the reverse holds just after the assessment period. For non-taxing states the opposite pattern holds, with a higher level of inbound flights before the assessment date and more outbounds afterwards (note that the asymmetry need not hold since the planes flying out of or into tax states could be coming from other tax states). Figure 12 show the same wedge in the neighborhood of the assessment date is evident in each year between 2005 and 2008. Tax flights are consistent with these figures, since it implies planes fly out of taxing states just before the assessment date and return shortly thereafter.

While the graphs here are suggestive of tax flights, because individual planes are not followed it is not conclusive. In particular I have to show that it is the same planes which are making the outbound and then inbound flight (it is possible that the outbound planes stay out of the state and a separate set of planes fly in to replace them). Moreover, the graphs might understate the extent of tax flights since state-level aggregation eliminates much of the variation in the data: tax rates, plane valuation, and exemption status. The estimates in the next sub-section address each of these points.

4.2 Preliminary Estimates

Table 2 shows how the sample of flights is constructed. Starting with the full list if 24.5m flights, about 0.5m are eliminated due to issues with matching to airports. The resulting set of 24m flights will be referred to as the most aggressive sample. Another 3m flights are removed for planes in which aircraft information is unavailable, and the sample of 21m remaining flights is the aggressive sample. Finally, another 0.5m flights are eliminated if there are consistency issues with the flight history, such as an departure time preceding the arrival time of the plane’s most recent flight. This sample of 20.5m flights will be referred to as the conservative sample. Table 3 presents summary statistics which detail flight numbers for various subsets, counts of plane type characteristics, and a summary of tax rates.

Following the simplified model in Section 2.2 the tax flights hypothesis has predictions about the propensity of a plane owner to fly his plane at a particular time.
Analysis at the flight level is inappropriate since non-flying planes are ignored and highly active planes are over-represented. Instead the raw data are transformed to the week-plane level. Week-planes are included if the plane is actively flying or if there is flying activity at both an earlier and later date. This yields an unbalanced panel of roughly 26m flight-weeks (210k planes $\times$ 291 weeks minus weeks before/after the plane enters the sample). The analysis will focus on various weekly binary flight measures from the home airport using the hours on the ground measure discussed in the last sub-section (the results are comparable using either the flights or roundtrip measure).

Table 4 presents logit estimates of the propensity to be at the home airport at the end of the week (I am unable to estimate the full version of (2) since the data underlying TaxBill are not available. In particular: (i) local tax rates by year are missing so instead I use county median property taxes per assessed values over 2005-2009 which are described in the Data Appendix; (ii) assessed values are missing since blue book values are not yet online, so instead I will use aircraft engine type as a proxy.). Column (1) shows that planes whose home airport is in a taxing state more likely to be at their home airport, though this effect is rather small (the odds of being at the home airport, relative to a non-taxing state airport, increase by a factor of 1.11). Column (2) adds terms involving an indicator PreTaxTime which in a taxing state takes on a value of one in the week before the assessment date and zero otherwise and is similarly defined for a non-taxing state using the typical 1 January assessment date. The negative term on the interaction TaxState $\times$ PreTaxTime shows that planes in a taxing state are absent from their home airport just before the assessment date relative to other periods and to non-taxing states (the odds ratio is 0.74). This is consistent with tax flights, as owners fly away from their home airport just before their planes are assessed. Note that consistent with the graphs in the last sub-section there is an important seasonal effect, the negative parameter on PreTaxTime, showing the importance of including non-taxing states as a control. Column (3) shows the tax flight effect increases as the property tax rate increases: the TaxState $\times$ PreTaxTime $\times$ TaxRate parameter shows that the odds of being at the home airport is multiplied by 0.73 for a one unit increase in the tax rate. The other terms involving the tax rate are small and not statistically significant, indicating tax rates do not shape the propensity to be at the home airport in other time periods or in non-taxing states. Column (4) shows the results are robust to the inclusion of
Tables 5 and 6 present estimates of the propensity of planes owners to engage in inter-state flight out-of or back-to their home airport. These estimates involve a restricted sample since the plane must be located at the home airport at the start of the week in the first case or in another state in the second case. The parameters in these tables are also consistent with tax flights. Column (1) shows that inter-state flights patterns are roughly comparable between taxing and non-taxing states. Column (2) shows that plane owners with a taxing home airport tend to fly out of their home airport to another state just before the assessment date \((\text{TaxState} \times \text{PreTaxTime})\) in Table 5 has odds ratio of 1.42) and back to their home airport from another state just after the assessment date \((\text{TaxState} \times \text{PostTaxTime})\) in Table 6 has odds ratio of 1.34, where \(\text{PostTaxTime}\) which is defined analogously as \(\text{PreTaxTime}\) except it is for the week following an assessment date). Column (3) shows that higher tax rates accentuate these effects, and column (4) shows that that the effects are robust to controls for week fixed effects.

Table 7 is the most direct measure of tax flights. Among planes which are located at their home airport in the beginning of the week, it considers whether the owner flies to another state in the current week and then returns in the following week. The dependent variable is an indicator for such roundtrip flights, and the sample is again only planes located at their home airport at the start of the week. The parameter on the \(\text{TaxState} \times \text{PreTaxTime}\) interaction Column (1) shows such roundtrips are significantly more likely to occur in a taxing state just before the assessment date, relative to other times and to non-taxing states. Column (2) is a first step at looking at whether tax flights vary by the assessed value or by flight costs. \(\text{TaxState} \times \text{PreTaxTime}\) is interacted with three categories of engine type which proxy for plane value. In order of increasing value, the categories are \(\text{Reciprocating/Piston} + \frac{2}{4} - \text{cycle}\) (the omitted category), \(\text{TurboProp}\), \(\text{TurboFan}\). Interstate roundtrips from the home airport around the assessment date are far more likely for more valuable planes, with the odds of a turbo fan plane taking such flight being about three times to that piston or n-cycle planes. The last row shows that the flights are also responsive to direct financial cost, namely the cost of fuel (see the Data Appendix for the construction of this variable). Column (3) shows these effects are robust to controlling for week fixed effects.
4.3 Validation of Estimates

While the previous section shows that plane owners behave in a manner consistent, with tax flights, there is no direct evidence that they are in fact evading taxes. This sub-section addresses this point in two ways. First, I see whether planes with a home airport in the Kansas City metropolitan area are in fact missing from the tax roll. Second, I look at various placebo tests such as whether planes exempt from taxes also engage in tax flights. Finally, I consider the impact of a natural experiment which effectively created a new class of exempt planes in West Virginia towards the end of my sample. At this point, there are only results are preliminary numbers for the first approach.

The Kansas City metropolitan area includes seven counties in both Missouri and Kansas (both of these states tax planes). For each of these counties, I obtained the plane tax roll for each year over 2004-2009 (see the Data Appendix). These rolls include the owner name, address, plane and tax amounts for any plane on which property tax has been paid (one Kansas county has no airports and so has no tax roll). For each of these counties, I assemble the list of planes which have a home airport located in the county. I then see how many of these planes engage in a tax flight as defined in Table 7 and whether they are on the tax roll. About a fifth of the planes engage in tax flights, flying to another state from their home airport just before the assessment date and returning shortly thereafter. Strikingly, only about ten percent of these planes are listed on the tax rolls (about two thirds of all planes are on the tax roll). This is suggestive evidence that the flights are being used to evade taxes.

***Remainder of this Section to be completed***

4.4 Covariates of Tax Evasion

***This Section to be completed***
5 Conclusion

The preliminary evidence in this paper suggests that tax flights are a real and economically meaningful phenomenon. In the next revision of this work I hope to provide more specific evidence. In particular I will be making the following additions:

- **more formal estimates of the magnitude of tax flights:** after completing the assembly of the remaining data (local tax rates, approximating each airplane’s assessed value, and geocoding the airplane locations), it will be possible to estimate the specifications listed in the text. In particular this will allow me to estimate the increased likelihood of flights during the period just before and after the assessment date for a variety of different cases: taxed versus untaxed planes; high valuation versus low valuation planes; personal-owned taxed planes versus business-owned taxed planes.

- **weather (additional variation in flight patterns):** bad weather such as icy precipitation can force pilots to scrap planned trips, an important possibility around the most common assessment date of 1 January. While these conditions can typically be avoided using weather forecasts, sometimes fronts arrive more quickly or slowly than anticipated. I am in the process of assembling a database of actual weather as well as forecasts (three and seven days ahead) from NOAA at the airport-level.

- **plane operating costs (additional variation):** the paper includes one measure of flying cost, the cost of fuel which varies across both time and space. I will also add variation is in operating cost by plane model. This also should influence tax flights though this might be endogenous (strategic owners select into less costly planes) and much of the variation will be subsumed by the fixed effects.

- **tax evasion variation by demographic groups:** the data contain both the location of the plane and the address of the owner. While detailed background on the owner is unavailable, I can use fine grained geographic proxies (zip codes or census blocks) to proxy for demographics such as income. Variation in the benefits of tax flights can identify tax evasion for specific demographic groups. For example, tax evasion by income can be estimated from variation in tax
rates and plane type (both of which impact the incentive to make a tax flight and do not covary one-for-one with local demographics). Understanding how evasion varies by group can help inform models of tax evasion and policy debates regarding tax rates.

- **natural experiment**: During the observation period West Virginia effectively exempted corporate-owned planes but did not change the taxation of those with other owners. There should be discontinuity in flight behavior around the assessment date for those planes affected by the change.

- **placebo tests**: I will also employ various placebo tests to help establish causality. Many states exempt certain planes from taxation, such as those owned by individuals or those owned by firms. Property taxes should have no impact on their flight patterns.

These revisions should provide a more precise measure of tax flights. Still there are other strategies which might be used to evade property taxes on airplanes. Owners might strategically hangar their planes in a non-taxing state, an attractive option for those who live near state borders (for example, owners in St. Louis may base planes in Illinois). Another possibility is that owners could put their airplane on the blocked list, which would prevent third parties including tax officials from monitoring their flight patterns. While this list has been private, the FAA for a short time made this list public (and at least subsets have been released under Freedom of Information Act requests). Exploring these and other tax evasion strategies are interesting topics for future work.
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